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STU 2 U: A DENISON REVIEW

 Due to the increased number of prospective students touring campus this time of year, 
Denison students are starting to feel a certain obligation to advertise this college as one of high in-
tegrity, one that values character and work ethic and one where students can explore themselves to 
find their utmost potential. So I have devised a few tips and tricks to portray our Denison student
body as one that is different from all the other small liberal arts colleges:

1. Make sure to greet every single man, woman, person, and child in a tour group with a
firm and striking hand shake to make sure that they feel welcome on the hill that we call
home. (For extra effect, make 5 seconds of piercing eye contact to let them know you
really are the real deal)

2. While walking by a tour group, obnoxiously exclaim how wonderful the long walks up 
and down from Granville are that you have to do 13 times a day.

3. If you see a tour group coming your way make sure to fix your posture and walk with
purpose to convince everybody that yes, you have someplace to be.

4. Wave at the tour guide and ask a thoughtful yet somewhat shallow question about “how
their day is going?” to show that we care or “if they enjoy their class on contemporary
Swedish fashion and its effect on European cultural norms?” to show the academic
complexity of a liberal arts education.

5. Finally, if you are too nervous to do any of these, you can simply tell the tour group how
amazing the Slayter fries are, which will at the very least communicate the quality to
which the food at Denison is prepared.

- Stu Swiss,
Very Real Person

WELCOME TO THE MEAT ZONE

DO NOT BE ALARMED, BUT WE HAVE JUST ENTERED THE 
MEAT ZONE.

STAY CALM AND PROCEED CAREFULLY.

WATCH OUT FOR FALLING MEATS OVER THE NEXT FEW DAYS.

THIS IS NOT A DRILL!

SEEK OUT YOUR LOCAL BUTCHER FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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Staff “Cigarette Synonyms” Box

ANIMALS SMOKING DURRYS

*She’s going through a lot right now. -ES

 After scouring my camera roll for a decent picture to put in today’s Image Box, I stumbled 
upon a gem that led me into an entire gold mine: the “Animals smoking Durrys” Facebook group. 
What’s a Durry? A fat fuckin’ dart (a tobacco cigarette, for those not in the know.) I’ve collected 
some of my favorite posts with their original captions to give a quick taste of the full four-course 
meal you could enjoy, accompanied by a short review.

Chuggin’ a fat 

one today...

“motherfucker is absolutely buzzing after taking a fat 
drag. fella has gone and fully sent it.”

His rolling skills look a bit lacking but 
what can I say--impressive little man 

could even roll something that size, being 
more than 2x the size of his body!

“Classy bitch on a hot date”

Caption says it all. Absolutely graceful 
pose with a durry and drink to boot. This 
is a independent, working woman who 
knows what she wants and deserves.

“This creepy cunt is absolutely fanging for a dart”

Spider is a bit too big for my liking, not 
going to lie--points off for that. But I’ll be 

damned if he’s not chuggin’ that thing.

- Ellie Schrader,
Facebook Friend


